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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the concept. of temporal locality of communication [or
process groups and a hierarchical decision model [or dynamic scheduling of process
groups. Empirical evidence suggests that, once a member of a process group starts
to communicate with other processes in the group, it will continue to do so, while an
independent process will maintain its state of isolation for some time. Other instances
of inertial behavior of programs arc known. Temporal and spatial locality of reference
are example of inertial behavior of programs, exploited by hierarchical storage systems;
once a block of information (program or data) is brought into faster storage, it. is
very likely that It will be referenced again within a short time frame. When process
groups exhibit temporal locality of communication, this information can be used to hide
the latency of paging and I/O operations, to perform dynamic scheduling to reduce
processor fragmentation, and to identify optimal instances of time for check-pointing
of process groups. In our scheduling model the supervisory process of a process group
collects information about the dynamics of the group and shares it with local and
global scheduling agents .
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The availability and usage of multiprocessor systems have grown rapidly. Multiprogrmmning
parallel machines, with several parallel applications being processed concurrently, has been
proposed as a method to improve utilization of multiprocessor systems.
Multiprogramming can be achieved by time sharing a multiprocessor system among sev-
eral applications, as in the uniprocessor systems, or by space sharing where subsets of proces-
sors are assigned to various applications. Although multiprogramming allows better service
to be provided to the users, it also complicates the processor allocation issues in multipro-
cessor systems.
There are two classes of scheduling algorithms for multiprogrammed parallel systems
static and dynamic, (3] ,[8],[9], (11], [12]. The static scheduling alg01'ilhms are non-preemptive,
each application runs to completion without interruption on the scL of processors initially
allocated for it. The dynamic scheduling algoTithms are able to adjust the spatial and the
temporal allocations of processing elements to the needs of the parallel applications and at
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the same time attempt to optimize the overall usc of system rcsourccs.
The static scheduling algorithms arc simpler to implement and have lower overhead than
dynamic algorithms. Static scheduling algorithms are capable in principle to support a
mix of sequential and parallel computat.ions with various degree of parallelism but rather
inefficiently due to pTOceSS01' fragmentation. Dynamic scheduling algorithms are rarely used
because it is very difficult to characterize analytically the behavior of interacting processes.
The interaction between the computation time of the processes , the time spent while waiting
for messages from other processes , and the time spent while waiting for processor to be
available are too complex to be predicted accurately.
We now introduce the basic terminology used throughout the paper. A p7'Ocess group,
P = {Pl , P2, ... , Pi1 ... , Pn}, consists of n processes, PI' i = 1, n, that need to be scheduled
concurrently on the Processing Elements} PEs, of a parallel system because they communi-
cate with one another.
The corresponding scheduling mechanism called gang scheduling requires concurrent
scheduling of all members of a process group regardless of the dynamics of their synchroniza-
t.ion. When a member Pi of a process group P encounters a page fault, in case of demand
paging, or waits for the completion of an I/O operation, the process blocks, but the local
scheduler docs not perform a context switch. Gang scheduling with busy waiting, is used
extensively by existing MIMD systems, e.g., Paragon, CM5, SP2, Alliant FX/8 for parallel
applications which exhibit fine-grain interactions. ·When combined with support for demand
paging, this strategy leads to wasted CPU cycles and longer execution time (2], [13].
Co-scheduling is an alternative to gang scheduling [1], [10]. In case of co-scheduling, the
dynamics of synchronization requirements of the application is taken into account; only those
members of the process group which need to communicate with one another arc scheduled
concurrently.
Determining the working set of the pTOcess group - the set of members which need t.o
communicate with one another at a given moment of time - is a difficult proposition, and we
arc not aware of any system which implements such a policy. Another practical motivation
for gang scheduling with busy waiting are memory limitations, often the amount of physical
memory available to individual PEs is insufficient to accommodate multiple process groups.
Yet, gang scheduling with busy waiting is likely to incur increasingly higher costs because
the processor speed experiences a considerable higher improvement rate than the I/O speed.
Moreover, one way to increase the I/O bandwidth is to coalesce I/O operations based 011
temporal and spatial locality of reference, to transfer larger blocks of data. This approach
generally leads t.o an increase of the time a process is blocked waiting the completion of the
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I/O operation.
'~Tc believe that there are compelling reasons to study scheduling of a mix of sequential
and parallel computations with various degrees of parallelism. Many applications involve
processing of large volumes of data and they need computing resources well beyond those
provided by a single processor system. There are classes of applications which grow up nat-
urally, they require modest computing resources during early stages of the computation and
increasingly larger ones as computation progresses. The structural biology codes discussed
in Section '.1 of this paper belong to this class.
As the cost of microprocessors drops and faster and less costly interconnection J1(')tworks
become available, more systems ranging from PCs, to workstations and to servers arc built as
Tllultiprocessor systems. Such systems can in turn be interconnected using ATM technology
and thus create clusters capable to provide computing resources necessary to solve all but
a few very large problems. For very large problems massively parallel systems and static
partitioning strategies may still be the only alternative.
Maurice Wilkes notes in his essays [16] "it would be too much to expect that a single
operating system can be found that would be suitable both for powerful workstations <Lnd
also for laptops or even smaller computers.... we may hope for a range of operating systems
that were, in some sense, compatible or at least friendly to one another." At the present time
there is a wide gap between systems supporting execution of indi vidual processes and those
supporting concurrent execution of dependent processes. The very moment an application
crosses the boundary between sequential and concurrent execution it moves into unfriendly
environments.
The contributions of this paper are: a hierarchical decision making model for a system
capable to support execution of both individual processes and process groups, and the con-
cept of temporal locality of communication amongst the members of a process group. ,~re
helieve that empirical studies of parallel programs are essential to understand behavioral
patterns and we report measurements on communication activity of parallel programs. The
phase structure of parallel programs has been known for quite some time, therefore temporal
locality of communication is not totally unexpected. Hierarchical decision making schemes
are common for the control of complex systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a model for hierarchical decision
making, involving local schedulers 1 supervisory processes attached to process groups and
global schedulers. In Section 3 we discuss the concept of temporal locality of communica-
tion and describe a simple mechanism to hide latency of page faults and I/O operations
for temporarily independent processes. Then we present a simple state transition diagram
lIsed to detect at run time when a member of a process group is temporarily independent
and then show how dynamic scheduling can he used to minimize the effects of processor
fragmentation. Section 4 presents the empirical evidence suggesting that process groups ex-
hibit temporal locality of communication. We describe the programs we have instrumented
and the clustering algorithms used to identify the clusters of communicating processes in a
process group.
2 A hierarchical decision making model for dynamic
scheduling
There is a wide gap between the design philosophy of sequential and parallel systems with im-
portant consequences upon the design principles of parallel applications. Sequential systems
perform a variety of resource management and optimizations (m behalf of applications, for
example memory management including demand paging, I/O buffering, caching and others.
The architects of parallel systems take the view that the application is responsible for man-
aging resources allocated to it. Load balancing along with checkpointing, I/O optimization,
amI possibly others, are functions expected to be built into an application.
Sequential system schedulers attempt to balance processor utilization and the turnaround
time and snpport sharing of most system resources among competing tasks. Parallel systems
schedulers dedicate most, or all resources to one task at a time, with the objective of redncing
its total execution time_
T[ we accept the economic realities of today we need to narrow the gap between the
design philosophy of sequential and parallel systems and at the same time reexamine some
of the techniques used to build parallel programs. Efforts Lo optimize the I/O performance
of parallel systems by coalescing I/O requests, to supporL demand paging and automatic
checkpointing are under way. At the same time we need to rethink the way communicaLion
libraries are integrated into a system. Schedulers and supervisory processes in the system
need to be informed when collective communication takes place.
Rather than forcing the designer of an application to address the load balancing problem
it would be more beneficial to request her to provide information concerning the problem
size and hints on how to partition the work and let the system attempt load balancing across
multiple process groups in a dynamic scheduling environment. User builL-in load balancing
strategies and dynamic scheduling are unlikely to mix well together. A similar dilemma
existed when virtual memory was introduced, previous techniques based upon program seg-
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mentation and overlays used to fit large programs into smaller size memories had to be
abandoned in favor of demand paging.
In the followings we sketch a model of a system with dynamic scheduling based upon a
hierarchical decision making process with severallevc1s of agents able to exchange informa-
tion among themselves. Local schedule1's are responsible for short term decisions conccrning
processor allocation. They perform context switching of a mix of single processes and mem-
bers of process groups. A local scheduler uses additional information provided by higher
level agents to treat processes belonging to a process group. A member of a process group
may not be dispatchable even if it is ready to run, if it has reached a global synchronization
point and there arc other members of the group yet to reach that poinL. By the same token
if such a process experiences a page fault while in the midst of a global exchange with other
processes in the group the local scheduler should not force a context switch but allow the
process to continue until the global exchange comes to an end.
To ensure the coordination functions of a process group the system creates supe1'vis01'y
processes for each group at the time when the application is started. Supervisory processes
rurl at higher priority levels than other processes of any group. The functions of a supervi-
sory process are: (a) process directives and hints, (b) negotiate with global system schedulers
allocation of resources needed by the process group, (c) interact with local schedulers of the
processors assigned to the application, (d) gather information about the communication
patterns of the application, about collective communication operations, about global syn-
chronization by interacting with the communication libraries, (e) intercept I/O requests of
the members of the group and optimize I/O e.g by coalescing I/O operations, (f) perform
automatic checkpointing, and (g) implement some form of fault tolerance.
To avoid the dangers of a single point of failure supervisory processes may need to be
replicated. This solution could be very complex and costly and should only be considered
when the failure rates are extremely high. An alternative, suitable for most systems, is to
have the global schedulers check and restart a supervisory process in case of failure.
Some applications like the ones described in this paper, are built around self-scheduling
algorithms. Such algorithms discover at run timc the size of the problem and the number of
processors in the partition and attempt to divide the work as evenly as possible amongst the
processors. This idea can be extended and we believe that with adequate hints, the super-
visory process of a process group can perform dynamic load distribution and reassignment
of unfinished work in case of the failure of one of the processors assigned to the group.
The supervisory process could also include algorithms to discover patterns and temporal
correlations, like the ones described in [13] or conneded components algorithms like the one
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used for data analysis in this paper. Another possibility is to include learning modules.
·When the application is executed repeatedly the supervisory process may colled. trace data
during early runs and then use these data for resource optimization during later runs.
Another group of scheduling agents are global schedulers, agents responsible for global
decisions and long term allocation of system resources to process groups. When systems are
interconnected, global schedulers coordinate their decisions.
We expect an increase of the system overhead in a system supporting dynamic scheduling
of process groups due to the added complexity of global decisions. Gathering the information
necessary to make scheduling decisions can be very costly. For example detecting that two
process groups compete for a partition and none is able to make substantial progress unless
the other is suspended requires a considerable amount of information to propagate from the
low level agents up. There are also operations with relatively low overhead. For example
detecting that a process group has reached a banier synchronization point or is about to enter
a collective communication phase requires only that the message passing library passes the
information to the supervisor process of the group. Another low cost scheme for gathering
scheduling information is discussed in the next section. We argue that local schedulers
can detect with ease if a process is temporary independent and exploit this information to
minimize the number of cycles wasted by busy walting. Then we discuss more complex
schemes involving several scheduling agcnts.
3 Exploiting temporal locality of communication for
dynamic scheduling
First we discuss means to hide the high latency of I/O operations. The solution is based upon
our studies of the dynamics or synchronization for several applications wc have examined.
For simplicity, assume that time is slotted and the duration of a slot, ~, is much larger
than the time required to perform a local context switch of process Pi running on PEk • We
consider t1 to be approximately equal to the time to perform an I/O operation. Let us for
the moment assume that we can predict with some level of confidence that a member of a
process group is unlikely to experience a communication event during the next few slots. Call
such a process a temporarily independent process, or 'II-process. If at time t, process Pi E P
experiences an event leading to blocking, then one could consider the following alternative
to busy waiting:
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(a) Determine if Pi is a TI-process and, if so, find if there is another TI-proccss Qi E Q
ready to run on PEk , where p,. is the currently running process. This is a local decision
of the scheduler of PEk •
(b) If conditions in (a) arc satisfied then perform a local context switch and let Qi run until
Pi becomes dispatchable again. Otherwise, block Pi and wait until it is ready.
The strategy described above is practical if one can determine with relative ea.~e when a
member of a process group belongs to the TI-class.
To explain the intuition behind the heuristics llsed to determine if a process belongs to
the Tl-class, we review briefly the concept of locality of reference, another example of inertial
behavior of a program. Modern computer systems have a hierarchy of storage, primary and
L2 caches, main memory, virtual memory based upon demand paging. As onc traverses
this hierarchy, the latcncy increases, but the cost of storage decreases, and thc sir-c of the
available storage increases. Hierarchical storage systems work because programs tend to
exhibit both temporal and spatial locality of reference. This implies that once a block of
information (program or data) is brought into faster storage, it is very likely that it will be
referenced again within a short time frame.
The question we address is if it is reasonable to assume that the synchronization require-
ments of a member of a process group exhibit the same type of inertial behavior; namely,
if a process which has been communicating during the immediate past will continue to do
so during the next slots, and conversely, if it has not been communicating, it will continue
to work in isolation in the immediate future. If we can support a positive answer to this
question, then we can design very simple algorithms to determine if at time t process Pi E P
belongs to the TI-class or not. The analogy with demand paging can be extended, and we
can use as models the page replacement algorithms.
We now examine more complex situations which require cooperation among scheduling
agents at different levels. Given a process group P of size np, let us define two np bit
vectors: PGep, Process Group Communication status vector, and PGTlp , Process Group
Temporarily Independent status vector. If p,. E P belongs to the TI-class, then PGCp(i) = 0
and PGTIp(i) = I; if Po' does not belong to the TI-e1ass, PGGp(i) = I and PGTIp(i) = O.
Call n~(tk) the number of processes Pi E P with the PGC bit on at time tk = k . .6. and
n~I(tk) the number of processes in P belonging to the TI-class. In general, n~(tk)+n~I(lk) ::;
np. Indeed, if the state of Pi E P is given by the tuple (PGCp(i), PGTIp(i)) a process may









Figure 1. The state transition diagram of process Pi E P at time t k • The time is slotted
l~. = k . .6.. A transition in slot k is determined by the occurrence of a communication event
(C) or the absence of a communication event (NC). Initially, processes start in state (0,1).
We conjecture that knowing the pair ofveetors PGC and PGTI for a set of process groups
P, Q, R . .. , a global scheduler could make scheduling decisions leading to a better utilization
of Lhe resources of a system with N processing elements. One of the main drawbacks of static
scheduling is pmceSSOT fragmentation. If we call np, nQ, nR, etc., the number of processes
in each of the process groups P, Q, R and so Oll, a static scheduler attempts to partition
the system into disjoint partitions and allocate each process group to one partition, such
that nt = np + nQ + nn + ... be as close as possible to N. But in this scheme, N - n/
processing clements may end up not assigned to any partition, leading to the so-called
processor fragmentation. Knowing the dynamics of synch1'Onization for each process group
provides some flexibility. Instead of being constrained to schedule all np processes belonging
to process group P, the global scheduler may elect Lo schedule any number np of members
of P such that n~ :s; np :s; np. Clearly n~ = np + nQ + nR + ... may cover N better than
nt previously defined.
Whenever n~ increases because one or more processes leave their state of temporal iso-
lation, the global scheduler needs only to discover which process group has more active
p1'Ocesses than its current communication vector and order few local context switches.
Checkpointing is a problem of concern for massively parallel systems, yet few systems
support automatic checkpointillg. We contend thoLL, knowing the two state vectors defined
earlier in this section, the supervisor of a process group could make intelligent decisions when
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to carry out checkpointing for the group.
Ceckpointing a process group at a time of intense communication, when n~ is close to
np, involves a considerable overheadj there are np(~ n~) active processes' contexts to be
saved and all the active pages of all np processes to be backed up. An aHernative strategy
is doing the checkpointing when np ~ n~ « npj that is, when the only active processes
are those that. communicate with one another. The strat.egy can be achieved by following
the TT-status vector and, when n~I exceeds a certain threshold, the local schedulers force
context switching for all processes Pi E P which belong to the TT-class, at the same time,
checkpointing processes being released. When only communicating processes in the process
group are active, the entire group is propitious for checkpointing.
4 Empirical evidence supporting temporal locality of
communication
To gather experimental evidence to confirm temporal locality of communication among mem-
bers of a process group, we have monitored several parallel applications, [15]. We have in-
strumented the communication statements and examined the collected data. One possible
approach to represent the results is to display the time elapsed between successive commu-
nication events for every thread of control. Such a representation has obvious disadvantages
since it is dependent upon the number of threads of control. vVe have opted to represent the
dynamics of the size of the working set of the process group. If we consider a window of size
.6., for each .6. the synchroni7.ation dependencies partition the entire process group Pinto
disjoint working sets. We represent the size of the largest working set as a function of time.
This approach does not capture the communication patterns of processes communicating
at a given time. It is unable to distinguish between symmetric versus asymmetric commu-
nication patterns or recognize that there may be more than one group of size equal to the
working set, or that the working set may consist of several tightly or loosely coupled sub-
groups. All these are important issues that need to be addressed by further studies of the
communication activity of parallel programs. They may provide more hints [or optimizing
the program execution. The goal of our study is to find out if temporal locality of communi-
cation inferred from the multi-phase structure of parallel programs could indeed be observed
in practice.
More elegant and possibly more efficient algorithms for connected components than the
one we describe in Section 4.1 as part of our data analysis methodology are likely to exist.
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4.1 Correlation of Communication Events
For the characterization of communication patterns, we wanL to identify sub-groups of pro-
cesses within a process group which are related to each other through communlcation events.
To clarify the definitions, we use the following notation:
A a process group; A = {AI, A 21 ••• , AnA}'
A consists of disjoint sub-groups of communicating processes:
A = {01 U O2 U ... u GnG }, for i =J j, OJ n OJ = 0
nA the size of the process group.
na the number of clusters (sub-groups).
OJ cluster i.
9i the number of elements of cluster i.
Following the definition of working set model introduced by Denning [7], we define the
communication working set of process A k at time t as:
C-,,(t,6) collcet.ion of processes that communicate with process Ak during the
time interval (l - il, l)
working set parameter
For a given time window (i - il, il, CAk(i, il) can be obtained by looking at the com-
mllTlication events between process A k and others of the same application during the time
window. For example, CAk(t,il) can be calculated from the set of tracc files containing the
communication events of all processes of a parallel application.
Based on the assumption that non-overlapping communicating groups may be scheduled
iTldcpcndcntly, our objective is to identify sub-groups {G1 , G2 , ... , GnG } based on C( t, il) of
each process, obtaiTlcd from the trace data of program execution.
Given a set of trace files of a parallel program A executed on nA PEs with the overall
execution time TA , we are interested in the size and the elementsofthe largest communicating
sub-group throughout the execution from To to TA, at each interval il.
Let lvl be an nA X nA matrix, a communication relationship map, where each element
l\1[i,j] (0 :'S: i,j < nA) can be either one or zero defined as follows:
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t = To
while t < Tp {
for each trace me k {
select trace records belonging to [t -.6., t] ;
construct CAl; (communication relationship map, Iill.At{[k,]) ;
}
use M to fi nd the largest cluster of communicating processes;
output. the elements and the size of the largest cluster;
t=t+.6.;
}
Figure 2. Algorithm for calculating the largest communicating cluster (sub-group).
M(i,j] ~ { ~ Ai semIs messages to A j during the time window .6.if there is no communication between Ai and Ai
The pseudocode for determining the largest communication working set is illustrated in
Figure 2. The algorithm for finding communicating sub-groups (or clusters) is similar to the
algorithm in [1] for determining the connected components of aTl undirected graph using the
disjoint-set data structure. Figure 3 adapted from [4], illustrates the pseudo code for finding
connected components (clusters).
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for each M[i, j] = 1 {
do
/ / create a set for each Ai
if Find-set [i] f:. Find-set [j] them
unionCi ,j) / / unite two disjoint sets
}
Figure 3. Procedure that uses disjoint set operations for finding connected components (clusters).
Using the union by rank and path comp1'ession heuristics presented in [4], the running
time for finding connected components is almost linear in the total number of operations.
(Make...set, Find...set and Union operations.) A snapshot of the computation is illustrated
in Figure 4. A directed graph with four connected components illustrates the send com-
munication relationship among components, Figure 4(a). Note that, although we have is a
direded graph, the edges can be treated as undirected edges without altering the clustering
algorithm. Figme 1(b) illustrates the communication matrix M[i,j] and the collection of
clusters {G l , G2 , ••• , ad after processing CAk of each PE Ak.
4.2 The applications
'vVe discuss below two programs in the Molecular Replacement suite we have examined,
envelope and fftsynth, and results gathered during their execution on a Paragon system
[6J.
The envelope program computes the molecular envelope of a virus. It needs as input a
3-D lattice with up to 10~ grid points and produces a lattice of equal size as output. For
every grid point, information about the electron density and a mask describing if the grid
point is located in the protein, nucleic acid or solvent is provided. A spherical virus has
icosahedral symmetry, and the program exploits this symmetry to get better estimates of
the electron density at every grid point by calculating the average of the electron density





o 1 2 3456789
0 • • G1:AO,A1,A2,A3 g3.= 4
1 •
2 •
3 G2 :A4 ,A 5 g = 2M[i,j] • • 25 •
6 • G3:A6,~,A8 g3= 37 •
8
9 G4: A 9 g4= 3.
(b)
Figure'\. Snapshot of communication working set at lk = k . il. There are fOUf clusters, Gl , G2 ,
G3 and 0.1, The size of the largest cluster is 4. The algorithm indicates that 9 processes (0 to 8)
are commUlIiGLting and one is temporary independent.
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virtual mernory and operates in two modes, the DD mode, where the shared virt.ual memory
resides on the external storage device, and the DC mode, where the input data is distributed
over the set of compute nodes. Reference [5] describes different data management strategies
for implementing a shared virtual memory. The entire data set is partitioned into Data
Allocation Units, DAUs. The working set of DAUi consists of all DAUs needed to carry out the
computations associated with DAUi. DAU faults occur when a compute node needs to access
a DAU stored elsewhere; the penalt.y for a DAU fault. can be significant. In the DD mode a
DAU fault requires a disk access, and in the DC mode it requires access to data stored OIl a.
different compute node or on a data server node. A load balancing algmithm distributes
the DAUs based upon an estimate of the amount of work associated with each of them. Bot.h
modes exploit the locality of reference and attempt to minimize the number of DAU fault.s
by processing the DAUs assigned to each compute node to maximize the intersection of the
working sets of DAUs processed in sequence.
The second program, fftsynth, carries out a 3-D 1"1"1'. It reads in a set of complex
valued structure factors (discrete Fourier coefficients), computes the FFT and writes out
the wlculatcd electron density. A 3-D FFT is obtained by a 2-D FFT followed by a 1-D
FFT in the third dimension. The algorithm requires a global exchange between phase one
and phase two of the algorithm. If the amount of the combined local memory of the PEs is
la.rge enough to hold all the data, then intermediate results are exchanged through message
passing among PEs, otherwi.se the global exchange is done using an external file.
4.3 Experimental results
INe have instrumented all the communication statements of the envelope and fftsynth
program. The analysis package processes the trace records and calculates the sets of com-
municating sub-groups for each time window of size .6.. The output of the analysis is the
working set pronlc of a parallel application showing the largest process working set size for
each time window .6..
Por example, Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the communication working set of the envelope
program running on 64 nodes, with 6J. equal to 0.2, 0.5 and 1 second, respectively. Note that
these graphs derive from the same set of trace record files, but are processed with different
1::..
For an execution of a parallel application using nA processes, the maximum communica-
tion working set of size nA indicates that each of the nA processes is directly or indirectly
related to all others during the interval [t - 6J., t]. On the other hand, a working set size equal
15
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Figure 5. l~nvclopc working set profile, .6. = 0.2 seconds, [or a parallel execution using 64 nodes.
to one indicates that none of the processes communicates with others during the period.
The parametcr .6. plays an important role in the analysis of the processor working seL.
The characterization of the communication groups could provide information for a dynamic
processor scheduling algorithm to make better use of computing resources. For example,
by using .6. in the order of magnitude of the time necessary for a group context switch, we
could observe the communication dependency among processes of a process group within the
granularity of context switch time.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the processor working set of the envelope program running
on 32 nodes for .6. equal to 0.2, 0.5 and 1 second respectively. From both sets of graphs, we
note that the envelope program presents a strong communication relationship during most
of its execution time (for example, the period between 80 seconds and about 170 seconds in
the 64 node execution and the period between 90 seconds and 240 seconds in the :12 node
execution).
The fftsynth program presents a communication characterization completely diIIcrent
from the envelope program. Even when the global exchange is carried out "in-place",
as shDwn in Figures 11, 12, and 13 there is little communication dependency during the
execution of the fftsynth. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the working set profile of a fftsynth
execution using external storage for the global exchange.
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Figure 6. Envelope working set profile, b. = 0.5 seconds, for a parallel execution using 64 nodes'.
















Figure 7. Envelope working set profile, .6.. = 1 second, for a parallel execution using 64 nodes.
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Figure 8. Envelope working set proftle, .6. = 0.2 seconds, for a parallel execution using 32 nodes.










Figure 9. EnvclopQ working set profile, .6. = 0.5 seconds, for a parallel execution using 32 nodes.
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Figure 10. Envelope working set profUe, b. = 1 second, for a parallel execution using 32 nodes.












Figure 11. Fftsyntll working set profile, .6.
and 11MB of input data.
0.1 seconds, for a parallel execution using 32 nodes
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Figure 12. Fftsynth working set proIile, ~
and 11MB of input dat;:L.
0.2 seconds, for a parallel execution using 32 nodes














Figure 13. Fftsynth working set profile, 6.
and 11MB of input data.
0.5 seconds, for a parallel execution using 32 nodes
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Figure 14. Fftsynth working set profile, b.
and 40MB of input data.
0.5 seconds, for a parallel execution usmg 16 nodes
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Figure 15. Fftsynth working set profile, 6. = 1 second for a parallel execution using 16 nodes and
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Figure 16. Fftsynth working set profile,.6. = 2 seconds, for a parallel execution using 16 nodes and
!\OMB of input data.
4.4 Discussion of the results
The two programs we have examined exhibit very different communication pat.Lerns. The
envelope program starts with a global communication stage followed by a relatively long
period of isolation when different threads of control perform initialization tasks, and caching
the input lattice across nodes. This phase ends after about 80 seconds and a period of intense
communication follows until the execution completes. As expected, during thi.s period the
working set size is close to the size of the process group; different PEs use the acLivc message
facilities available on the Paragon to retrieve data stored elsewhere, as needed by the local
computations.
Even for a relatively small window size (0.2 seconds) we observe that a process has a
high probability of communicating with virtually all other processes in the group. This
trend becomes dominant as the window size increases to 0.5 and 1.0 seconds. The same
trend is observed whether 64 or 32 PEs are used.
The fftsynth exhibits quite an opposite behavior. The threads of control work in isola-
tion until the time for the global exchange course. Again this behavior is independent upon
the number of PEs.
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5 Conclusions
\~TC conjecture that sometimes processes belonging to a process group exhibit the following
communication pattern: once they start communicating, they do so for some Lime; when they
are working in isolation, they tend to maintain the state. Clearly, not a]] applications are
expected to exhibit such it behavior at all times. Similarly, there are programs which do not
exhibit locality of reference. But when process groups do exhibit locality of communication,
t,he state of the process group provides information useful to hide the latency of I/O and
paging for the individual processes in the group, and to avoid processor fragmentation.
Tn the first ca."ic, when the process experiencing a high latency operation is temporarily
independent, a local context switch to another temporarily independent process is better
than busy waiting.
Processor fragmentation can be avoided, or its negative effects diminished through dy-
namic scheduling. Indeed, instead of being constrained to schedule all the members of a
group, the system scheduler has the flexibility to schedule any number of processes larger
than the kernel of n~ communicating processes at that time. Dynamic scheduling requires
gloh<ll decisions. The scheduler needs to maintain the state vectors for all process groups.
The analysis presented in Section 4 was done off line using data collected at run timc.
The clustering algorithm allows us to identify several clusters of processes in a process group
communicating to each other. Yet, at run time, it is very expensive to identify such dusters.
Using status vectors, all we know is the set of processes which are in a communication period,
n~. If we had the knowledge of the clusters of communicating processes, then the system
(global) scheduler might be able to schedule one cluster of a process group at a time.
Last, but not least, we argue that checkpointing of a parallel program may be done more
effectively using the information provided by the state vectors introduced in §3.1.
Finally, we need to answer the question of what happens if a process group does not
exhibit locality of communication and the system attempts to either hide the latency by local
context switches or to reduce the effects of processor fragmentation by dynamic scheduling.
The answer is that the overall effect will be loss of performance through ill advised local or
global context switches. But this is expected, as we already know that hierarchical storage
systems have poor performance when programs do not exhibit locality of reference.
It is extremely difficult to asses the performance of dynamic scheduling without intensive
experiment.ation but this class of algorithms have the potential of improved performance
compared with existing algorithms.
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Though it may seem a heresy aL Lhis Lime, we believe that economic realities will fmce
the integration of parallel applicaLions into mainstream computing.
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